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In the News

Amazon Tops UPS and FedEx to Become the Biggest Delivery
Business in the USA

Uncover the latest developments in the delivery sector with our featured article:
"Amazon Surpasses UPS and FedEx to Secure the Top Spot in the U.S. Delivery
Business." Delve into the details of this significant shift and how Amazon has emerged
as the leading force in the American delivery landscape, as discussed in this article
from Toner News.

Read more

AAA Business Supplies & Interiors Welcomes Palace Business
Solutions

SAN FRANCISCO—Palace Business Solutions, a highly respected market leader in
the Central and Northern California markets, is joining the AAA Business Supplies &
Interiors team. This combination reinforces AAA’s position as the dominate
independent dealer in Northern California, and as one of the leading dealers in the
U.S. 

Read more

ICYMI: Learn about benefits through WSA’s partner, CBIZ
Employee Benefits

Are you a member of WSA who is looking to offer benefits to your employees? Join us
as we discuss ways we can work with you to reduce costs and bring better benefits to
your employees.

Read more

Furniture

COE Distributing’s JD Ewing honored with 2023 Smart 50
award

Celebrate the recognition of excellence in innovation with our featured news: "Coe
Distributing's JD Ewing Honored with 2023 Smart 50 Award." Discover the achievements
that led to this prestigious acknowledgment and the impact of JD Ewing's contributions,
as highlighted in the press release on PRLog.

Read more

HNI Corporation (NYSE:HNI) is largely controlled by
institutional shareholders who own 79% of the company

Explore the financial landscape with our spotlight on HNI Corporation: "HNI Corporation
(NYSE: HNI) Reports Strong Financial Performance." Gain insights into the key factors
driving the company's success as outlined in the recent report featured on Yahoo
Finance.

Read more

Revolutionizing Office Furniture - The Rise of Circular
Economy Practices and Its Impact on the Contract Furniture
Industry

According to Fortune Magazine, in the heart of Brooklyn, a transformation is underway,
signaling a significant shift in the office furniture landscape, and to some in our industry it
will be an unwelcome development.

Read more

Technology

Inkflation: Famous Dutch Consumers Association Slams HP
for Quietly Raising Ink Cartridge Prices by 66% Since 2018.

Stay informed on the latest consumer insights with our highlighted article: "Inkflation
Alert: Dutch Consumers Association Criticizes HP for a 66% Increase in Ink Cartridge
Prices Since 2018." Dive into the details of this report on Toner News, shedding light
on the concerns raised by the Dutch Consumers Association regarding the pricing
trends in the ink cartridge market.

Read more

Businesses now have more data than ever - and many can't
keep it safe

Navigate the challenges of data security with our featured article: "Businesses Grapple
with Data Deluge as Security Concerns Rise." Discover how organizations are coping
with the surge in data and the increasing difficulty in maintaining its security, as
discussed in this insightful piece on TechRadar Pro.

Learn more about how you can protect your businesses data with our partner
CyberControls.

Read more

ICYMI: Winning E-Commerce in 2023 – A Workplace Solutions
Guide to E-Comm Success

The e-commerce experts from GfK Etilize hosted this comprehensive webinar to guide
you through the areas crucial for success in today’s digital marketplace Learn
actionable strategies and the latest trends to help your business thrive online. 

Read more

Advocacy Alerts

GSA sees record spending through its contracts for IT
products and services

Stay updated on government spending trends with our highlighted article: "GSA
Achieves Record Spending on IT Products and Services Contracts." Explore the
details of the substantial investment and its implications, as reported in this Federal
News Network piece, shedding light on the notable developments in government
procurement.

Read more

A Federal Return to Office won’t solve the governments office
space problems

Gain insights into the complexities of federal office space management with our
featured article: "A Federal Return to Office Won't Solve Government's Office Space
Challenges." Delve into the nuanced issues discussed in this Federal News Network
report, highlighting the multifaceted nature of addressing the government's office space
needs beyond a simple return-to-office strategy.

Read more

Most Americans Feel the Economy is in Recession despite
strong Job Market Steady Growth Survey

Explore public perceptions of the economy with our highlighted article: "Despite a
Strong Job Market and Steady Growth, Most Americans Feel the Economy is in
Recession, Survey Finds." Dive into the insights shared in The Hill, unraveling the
intriguing dichotomy between economic indicators and public sentiment regarding the
state of the U.S. economy.

Read more

ISSA Update

The future of the Industry – ISSA Today 100 year anniversary
issue

Get a glimpse into the future of the industry with our featured article: "Navigating
Tomorrow: The Future of the Cleaning Industry." Explore key insights and trends
shaping the industry landscape, as outlined in this informative piece on ISSA's
platform.

Read more

Top Trends driving sales in the future

Stay ahead of the curve in sales with our featured article: "4 Top Trends Driving Sales
into the Future." Delve into the key insights and strategies that are shaping the sales
landscape, as highlighted in this informative piece on ISSA's platform.

Read more

Smart Business Source

Survey Indicates Low Employee Vacation Rates Over Past 12
Months 

Discover insights into employee vacation trends with our featured article: "Survey
Reveals Low Employee Vacation Rates Over the Past 12 Months." Explore the findings
indicating a notable trend in employee vacation habits, as highlighted in this article
from Cleanlink.

Read more

How to Appreciate, Empower and Retain the Best Employees

Unlock strategies for employee appreciation and retention with our featured piece:
"How to Appreciate, Empower, and Retain the Best Employees." Dive into practical
insights on fostering a positive work environment and retaining top talent, as detailed in
this article on Cleanlink.

Read more

Vintage Advertisement 

Vintage Advertisement

Take a look at this vintage advertisement! 
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